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SUMMARY
This is a summary of the Dutch Risk Reduction Team scoping mission to the Philippines
with a focus on the city of Tacloban and surrounding part of Leyte Province. The mission
was carried out in July 2014.
Tasks/TOR of the scoping mission
The Philippine Government, through the Philippine Reclamation Authority (PRA),
formally requested Dutch assistance for coastal protection for Tacloban and part of
Leyte to help recover from the devastation caused by typhoon Yolanda (international
name: Haiyan) in November 2013. The request was split in two phases, described as
follows:
Phase 1
• Arrange for a scoping & identification mission, data collection and
formulation of follow-up/Terms of Reference for a conceptual master plan
study on coastal protection for Tacloban/Leyte;
• Provide recommendations on coastal protection measures and how to
incorporate this in to the current rebuilding initiatives;
• Prepare a report covering recommendations for the PRA on how to set up a
process and activities that will lead to an integrated coastal development /
investment plan for Tacloban and part of Leyte;
Phase 2
• Assess the requirements and establishment of a master plan on coastal
protection – conceptual design;
• Assist in further defining and establishing PRA’s mandate to be the
responsible agency for coastal protection in the Philippines in general.
In response to the request a 10 day scoping mission (6-16 July, 2014) was arranged to
(1) explore the situation in more detail, (2) assess who is doing what, (3) identify what
has been planned, (4) work out possible follow up activities and (5) assist PRA in
acquiring a key role in coastal protection/development in general. The scoping team
included experts from RHDHV, Deltares, Rebel, Wetlands International, Red Cross and
Cordaid.
PRA also requested to include optimal use of the Dutch ‘Building with Nature’
experiences and advanced storm surge (and tsunami) forecasting technology. The latter
is considered to be very helpful in setting safety targets and providing support for
optimal design conditions.
The project site concerns Tacloban and immediate surroundings, particularly the coastal
areas near the airport, sea-cargo and fishing port which have been badly damaged by
Yolanda.
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The exact extent of the area to be part of this project is visualised by the yellow line (left)
and 6 zones (right) in Figure A.

Palo zone6
Figure A- Extent of the project area.

Conclusions & recommendations for follow-up
A coastal protection plan can well be defined along the lines of making combinations of
hard and soft measures (following the Building with Nature approach). When ensuring
strong links and coordination with other rebuilding and city urban development plans, the
plan could be highly valuable in raising the safety level and reducing risk and impact in
the future. Recommendations and scope formulation to initiate and further develop this
strategy have been formulated. Dutch expertise is much appreciated in this stage to
formulate the coastal plan and to ensure that this is done in an integrated and
coordinated manner. Likewise, a Dutch intervention offers great transfer of knowledge
opportunities for the Philippines in adequately dealing with improved coastal defence
(especially in relation to advanced forecasting technology and new restoration
techniques).
The favorable PPP climate, window of opportunity as well as sufficient availability of
funding in the Philippines create significant scope for projects involving private sector
participation and private financing in the rehabilitation and rebuilding of Tacloban and
immediate surroundings. It needs to be further detailed whether coastal protection
projects involving land reclamation, real estate development or other commercial
activities could lead to financially viable business cases, which may lead to solicited
proposals, or at least significantly lower required government contributions. It is also
clear that the current rebuilding phase that Tacloban is in provides opportunities for
financing that are not available under usual circumstances. Any planning to incorporate
coastal protection and development should be initiated immediately and be
complementary to current rebuilding plans and Tacloban urban master plans
During the mission it has become evident that there is no agency that is fully responsible
for coastal protection and as such for coastal development. PRA’s ambition to become
the agency taking the lead in coastal protection seems to be widely supported. All
agencies and parties consulted have expressed the need for a clear definition of
responsibilities.
A possible coastal protection strategy and subsequent coastal projects for Tacloban City
and nearby coastlines would support implementation of the Government of the
Philippines’ strategy on integrated coastal management, specifically a) combining Hard
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and soft measures to reduce impact and damage, b) Prioritization of the protection and
management of mangroves and beach ecosystems, c) Application of an ecosystem
approach to the management of fisheries, d) Conduct of inventory of foreshore lands to
identify and clarify impacts of privatization and commercialization, e) Integrate coastal
and marine water use plans into the comprehensive land use plans of LGUs and f)
Improve the status of coastal and marine biodiversity by safeguarding coastal
ecosystems and biological diversity.
Figure B below summarises the results of the scoping mission and proposed scope for
follow up (Phase 2 DRR-Team activity). The follow up activities include the necessary
steps towards an integrated master plan for coastal protection and development,
including its implementation:
1. Make a master plan for integrated coastal protection including implementation
and investment planning. Ensure that this plan is coordinated and cross-checked
with all other plans for rebuilding and city development.
2. Select coastal protection and development alternatives and carry out conceptual
design and financial feasibility studies, combining hard and soft engineering
solutions.
3. Provide the necessary quality support to storm surge and tsunami forecasting.
Such a modelling effort will help to derive at acceptable safety targets and
design conditions. Results can be used to support conceptual design activities,
support PAGASA in its operational forecasting capabilities and help assess the
most suitable locations for mangrove restoration. Results can also be used for
early warning systems along the eastern coastline.
4. Have initial discussion with market parties with an understanding of the
Tacloban area to assess potential combinations with commercial activities, such
as land reclamation. Explore options to package the airport and seaport as a
Public Private Partnership (PPP) project involving flood protection.
5. Ensure that during the development of the coastal protection plan the various
financing options are taken into account. Further explore potential to utilize
currently available funds from the government (Multi-Donor Trust Fund) to
develop coastal protection projects as priority-based PPP projects. The PRA
could initiate projects as “priority projects” and develop the project with support
from the PPP Center.
6. Develop Advanced Building with Nature knowledge with implementing Agencies
like the Department of Environment and Natural Resources and the DENR and
the Bureau of Fisheries and Aquatic Resources BFAR. Demonstrate the Building
with Nature concept at vulnerable coastal areas to enhance the overall coastal
resilience.
7. Organise a seminar to transfer and discuss innovative solutions to coastal
protection and development strategies for the Philippines. Assist the PRA to
profile the agency to officially receive the mandate to be responsible for coastal
protection and development.
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Figure B-Summary figure of Potential Follow-up based on Scoping mission.

The recommended Phase 2 DRR-Team activity (dark blue box) can be accommodated
by a follow-up mission of 5 months. This mission and its estimated budget / TOR is
further defined in this report. This Phase 2 will provide sufficient basis for the necessary
follow-up activities (light green-blue box). These are to be managed by PRA and
financed through other sources from the Philippines or international donors.
Recommendations to the PRA on how to set up a process and activities which will lead
towards an integrated coastal protection and development / investment plan for the
Leyte area as a whole, including Tacloban were made and taken into consideration for
the formulation of the follow-up activities. Scaling up this approach to a more country
wide approach was included as a direction in the potential DRR-Team phase 2 project.
It is proposed that the DRR-Team finances at least part of “Phase 2 DRR-Team” project
as defined above. This phase should start as soon as possible to not lose the positive
momentum that has been created through the scoping mission.
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RATIONALE

1.1

Introduction
On the 17th of March, 2014 the Dutch Government received an official requests from the
Philippine Reclamation Authority (PRA) for providing support from the DRR-Team (see
Annex A) to enhance coastal protection in the area around Tacloban, Leyte by exploring
possibilities to develop a master plan for coastal rebuilding and protection of the
Tacloban area. To meet the request a 10 day scoping mission (6-16 July, 2014) was
arranged to (1) explore the situation in more detail, (2) assess who is doing what, (3)
identify what has been planned and (4) work out possible follow up activities. The
scoping team included experts from RHDHV, Deltares, Rebel, Wetlands International,
Red Cross and Cordaid.
PRA falls under the Department of Environment and Natural Resources (DENR). The
Department of Public Works and Highways is leading on (inland) flood protection works.
The collaboration of PRA with the Department of Public Works and Highways (DPWH)
will have to be verified. PRA’s ambition is to combine their reclamation mandate with a
more coastal protection and development oriented approach.

1.2

TOR - Scope of Work
PRA formally requests Dutch assistance for two phases, described as follows:
Phase 1 (scoping phase)
• Arrange for a scoping & identification mission, data collection and
formulation of follow-up/Terms of Reference for a conceptual master plan
study on coastal protection for Tacloban/Leyte;
• Provide recommendations on coastal protection measures and how to
incorporate this in to the current rebuilding initiatives;
• Prepare a report covering recommendations for the PRA on how to set up a
process and activities that will lead to an integrated coastal protection and
development / investment plan for Tacloban and part of Leyte;
Phase 2
• Assess the requirements and establishment of a master plan on coastal
protection – conceptual design;
• Assist in further defining and establishing PRA’s mandate to be the
responsible agency for coastal protection in the Philippines in general.
After the official request was sent to the Dutch Government The Netherlands Embassy
in Manila contacted PRA to provide more detailed information on the initial request.
It appeared that PRA would like to further expand their request to include a more
integrated coastal protection plan including ‘Building with Nature’ opportunities and
storm surge (and tsunami) forecasting for early warning and to set safety targets and
support optimal design conditions in their application. The site to be assessed relates to
Tacloban and immediate surroundings, particularly the coastal areas near the airport,
sea-cargo and fishing port which have been badly damaged by Yolanda, see Figure 1.1.
Included is also part of Palo (as zone 6).

1
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Palo zone6
Figure 1.1 Focus area of the DRR-Team mission

A combination of non-structural (such as Storm Surge forecasting and capacitating
knowledge on Building with Nature) and structural, both hard measures (a combination
of coastal protection works and land reclamation) and soft measures (Building with
Nature) was assessed to arrive at an overall approach for phase 2 for Tacloban and
surrounding areas.
Following the assessment of the scoping mission and phase 2 – master planning, PRA
aims to have a comprehensive plan for possible coastal protection to present to the
affected communities (through the local governments and OPARR) as well as to
President Aquino. This plan can then be linked to the country's integrated coastal
defence strategy.
The mechanism for the funding of these projects (including potential reclamations) has
been determined. However, as the government may not have sufficient resources, it will
be considered to tap the private sector to fund part of such projects in exchange for a
return on investment (e.g. commercial development of reclaimed area and concessions
of port operations). Likewise, the exact process of budget allocation and procurement
from a Multi-Donor Trust Fund (MDTF) needs to be further investigated.
Therefore, the actual scope of work is to investigate the possibilities to develop an
integrated coastal investment and (business) plan, to attract public and private financing
based on sound integrated and environmentally sustainable coastal management and
development principles with high social returns.
The DRR-Team scoping mission should also find out what the possibilities and
manoeuvre space for those kind of initiatives are. In Tacloban, the focus may be on the
coastal areas near the airport, sea-cargo and fish port which have been badly damaged
by Yolanda. The northern part of Palo is taken as part of the study area with the river
being the natural southern boundary (verified during the scoping mission).

1.3

Approach
The scoping mission was coordinated by the PRA with the Office of the Presidential
Assistant for Rehabilitation and Recovery (OPARR), Disaster Risk Reduction and
Management Council (DRRMC) and partner local government units (LGU).
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The Dutch Embassy (supported by the DRR-Team) assisted in organizing the meetings
that were required to properly assess the situation. Initial meetings took place in Manila,
with a first kick-off meeting with the PRA and the Dutch Embassy upon arrival in Manila.
For additional meetings (NEDA, ADB, World Bank, JICA, UP Diliman, DILG, PAGASA,
DENR, OPARR, DRRMC / NDRRMC, DPWH) in Manila refer to the summary minutes of
meeting in Annex B.
These meetings provided further insight for the visit to Tacloban and the surrounding
areas. In Tacloban meetings were held with the Governor’s office, LGU’s (including the
mayors of Tacloban and Palo), CAAP, PPA, DENR – region VIII, the local disaster relief
coordinating teams (WASH cluster, Shelter cluster), UN Habitat, OCHA, UNDP, JICA
and several NGOs (see Annex B).
Site visits in Tacloban and Leyte were arranged, including sea based with help from the
coastguard, to assess the current coastal area. Upon return further meetings in Manila
were arranged to discuss overall findings and direction with the main stakeholders.

1.4

Objectives of scoping mission
The scoping mission (Phase 1) aims:
•

•
•
•

•
•

To work out the scope of an integrated development strategy for coastal
protection in and around Tacloban, taking into consideration already existing
activities and plans, and to work out if such an initiative by the PRA would be
supported;
To discuss with the government and stakeholders the possible implementation
of immediate measures (quick-wins);
To explore which other relevant authorities need to be involved in developing
and implementing a coastal development and management plan. Related; the
current mandate of PRA will have to be discussed;
To determine the possible role of the Dutch water sector in assisting the
Philippine Government (PRA) to enhance the necessary coastal protection (this
assessment will include possible funding options and business models for follow
up activities and provide an overview of current actors in this field);
To provide input for the incoming delegation of the Dutch Minister for Foreign
Trade and Development Cooperation, Mrs. Ploumen.
To acquire a complete insight in the current rebuilding process, the various
stakeholder, and who does what.
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2

DRR MISSION

2.1

Background
The Philippines is located in a zone prone to disasters caused by typhoons. Every year
about 20 typhoons of different strengths hit the Philippines. November 2013 the largest
typhoon ever recorded, Haiyan, locally named 'Yolanda', came ashore near the city of
Tacloban, located on the Island of Leyte, see Figure 2.1. Typhoon Yolanda crossed the
Philippines on 7 and 8 November 2013. It caused a huge flooding and landslides across
the region, in particular in Leyte, Samar, Cebu, Panay and Palawan. In advance, many
warnings of the strength and potential destruction of the typhoon were given by
PAGASA and evacuations and other preparedness measures were carried out.
However, the impact on the local population in these islands was devastating.

Figure 2.1 Photos taken after Yolanda in the Tacloban area (courtesy Danny Fuentebella; Tacloban
LGU)

The NDRRMC confirmed 6,201 identified fatalities across the country, 5,803 of those
taking place in the Eastern Visayas. The low-lying areas on the eastern side of Tacloban
city were hardest hit, with some residential areas completely washed away. Flooding
also extended for 1 km inland along the east coast of the province.
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2.2

International context
The Philippine government launched a four-year Reconstruction Assistance Yolanda
(RAY) plan on December 18, 2013, requesting nearly US$ 8.2 billion from the
international community (RAY, 2013). RAY focuses on rebuilding areas affected by the
typhoon and developing resilience to natural disasters. Three main activities include:
US$ 780 million for critical actions focused on shelter, education, agriculture, livelihoods
and protection; US$ 2 billion for short-term interventions through 2014; and US$ 5.3
billion to address longer-term needs through 2017.
In line with the fund requirements for reconstruction, the Philippine government is
organizing a Multi-Donor Trust Fund (MDTF) for the reconstruction of areas devastated
by typhoon 'Yolanda' with the Asian Development Bank (ADB) and the World Bank. The
MDTF will serve as a platform for mobilizing resources from official development
assistance to donations from philanthropic organizations and foundations. The MDTF
will be anchored to the existing RAY plan, and the soon to be expected RAY-2 plan .

2.3

Context of Tacloban City
More than 150 days after super typhoon Yolanda, the priority of the city government of
Leyte was to provide decent shelter to displaced residents. It is estimated that at least
some PHP 2 billion would be needed to fund the purchase of land and construction of
houses for about 14,000 homeless families in Tacloban. In Tacloban where fishing is a
major livelihood for the communities, the identification and /or recommendation to
implement coastal defence projects will enable fishermen to continue fishing activities in
the area which have been declared recently as "no build zones". Also, the coastal
protection project will enable the airport and seaport to function without disruption
especially during the typhoon season, which will be beneficial in developing
business/commercial activities in the area.
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3

SCOPING RESULTS

3.1

Introduction
The results of the scoping mission have been formulated based on numerous meetings
held (appendix B) and 4 days of field visits to Tacloban and Palo. An initial plan for
coastal defence (see Figure 3.1), was formulated by the PRA and often was often used
to trigger discussions.

Figure 3.1 Initial PRA ideas for coastal defence options (as presented to DRR team)

An overview of activities and insights is presented below followed by an indication as to
what this means for non-structural measures, structural measures. Likewise, a first
financial and economic assessment is presented. Recommendations and views
conclude this part of the report.

3.2

Overview of activities as identified during the scoping mission

3.2.1

Disaster Risk Reduction activities in the coastal zone
Tacloban City has a City Disaster Risk Reduction Management Council who is
responsible for overseeing DRR activities in the City. The National government has
developed various (geo-)hazard maps that reflects “high-risk” areas in the City. Notably,
after HAIYAN, several other maps were developed (e.g. JICA map), but most of the
agencies invited during a half-day consultation meeting were not aware of presence of
the different maps. Moreover, during various discussions the quality of the various maps
were discussed as the underlying tools were based upon global and/or preliminary
assessments.
The objective of the proposed coastal protection is to protect people and (key) assets.
As such it fits into increasing urban resilience. However, increasing urban resilience is a
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far wider and more complex process especially in terms of organizational and
awareness measures than coastal protection alone. Besides technical measures it is
also about organizing people to manage hazards and thus about building capacity of
different stakeholders including how they can cooperate better to face hazards and to
minimize disaster risk. The mission did not have sufficient time to investigate in depth
the DRR structures in place and how these functioned before, during and directly after.
Therefore, it is proposed that one of the actions for a potential Phase 2 will be to
organize a multi-stakeholder conference (with sufficient investigation and preparation
time) to discuss what was in place before, during and after Yolanda, including what did
work what did not work in order to identify gaps. Furthermore the workshop / conference
should address the issue of what should be in place to be prepared for a Typhoon of
similar size (or tsunami). This will be the input to define an urban resilience action plan
and provides input into the urban planning approach; these in turn are to tie into a
coastal defence plan that could potentially be developed by PRA. This conference
should be part of the master plan conceptual design activities.
3.2.2

Resettlement and livelihood issues in the coastal zone
While there are evidently many international aid agencies currently based in Tacloban
City, only few are extending support to affected communities in Tacloban City. A
significant number of affected population are further classified as living in “no build
zones” areas that has been declared by the government. The 40-meter “no build zones”
in coastal area is based on Water Code Legislation of the Philippines. This declaration,
and subsequent adjustments / considerations announced by the government, has
further complicated aid distribution, i.e. Shelter assistance (construction of permanent
structure) cannot be extended to families living in “no build zones”, water connections
can only be put up after the 40 meters “no build zones”. An estimated 179,000 people
are identified as living in “no build zones”, most do not own land (informal settlers). The
40 meter zone classification, however, has now been abandoned and “safe
zone”/“unsafe Zone” classification will be used.
A relocation site has been identified by the City Government of Tacloban in the northern
part of the city. Around 110 hectares of land was already acquired by the City
government in Barangays New Kawayan and Sto. Nino. These relocation sites are
situated in mountainous areas, and thus site development will prove to be costly. Adding
to the already costly site development are concerns related to the “dumping site” of the
City which is adjacent to the area. While site development is currently taking place, the
closure of the dumping site is also underway. In several instances, most of the people
living in coastal areas are aware of the relocation plans of the government. While most
of them are dependent on fishing industry, a number are also involved in petty trades
(selling food in the City etc). There is a very high concern for families who mostly
depend on fishing as main source of income, the same families who lived most of their
lives in the coastal areas. Whereas safety from hazards is a key consideration in the
governments’ selection of relocation site, livelihood opportunities for people to be
relocated seems to be unclear and might be considered unrealistic. Pressure on the
land available in the direct coastal zone now becomes very evident. Creating “New” land
by reclamation can be considered as it may create opportunities. Although it is
recognized that relocation of part of the population will be necessary to ensure safety,
the proposed coastal protection and reclamation provides the opportunity to reduce
relocation needs. This is especially valid for the zone 1 fishermen (see Figure 3.3) and
“daily wage earner” communities that depend on the bay and the down-town market and
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port. Through a participatory urban renewal planning exercise using part of the new
reclaimed lands for low income housing, existing informal settlements along the
coastline can be improved to provide a safe and healthy environment. Furthermore
alternative design and construction techniques could be tested and introduced for other
risk areas such as double (multi) storied concrete framed houses with walls at ground
level being washed out during a storm surge or tsunami and thereby protecting the
building (see Figure 3.2).

Figure 3.2 Examples and House on the beach in
Barangay 90 (concrete on stilts, still standing)

In order to mobilize and/or increase local awareness and knowledge on various urban
renewal planning methodologies in combination with resilient housing solutions it is
proposed to organize a seminar/workshop in Tacloban inviting various national urban
planning and architectural firms and representatives of universities as well as selected
international planners. The output of this conference could support the framework and
approach to the (phased) implementation of Tacloban’s city plan as part of an integrated
approach to coastal protection.
Coastal resilience activities in the Philippines without substantial involvement of the
communities is a no-go. The conclusions and recommendations in the scoping mission
and potential follow up mission should mirror how impact on communities’ resilience are
considered. It is recommended to include financing mechanisms that will ensure that
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community-managed engagement and activities are made possible, and how local civil
society organizations, eventually in partnership with the Netherlands + PRA and national
partners in the ‘Partnership for Resilience ‘Program are considered as relevant conduits
for community engagement and activities to strengthen and sustain community
resilience.
The population of Tacloban City stands at just over 260,000 in 2014 comprising 51,000
households, with a density of 10.77 persons per hectare. Population projection shows a
figure of 315,000 for the year 20211. Of the 138 barangays, 17 are rural accommodating
13% of the population. The annual population increase in the rural barangays is higher
than the urban, indicating an urbanization process especially for residential purposes
and increased commercial development along main roads. Also the population of the
urban barangays grow every year at approximately 2.7%, resulting in further
densification of the urban fabric (and number of person per house). In 2010 the
estimated un- and underemployed was estimated at 26% of the work force. The
foreshore areas along Cancabato, Anibong and Panalaron Bays are informal settlement
areas. Its density is growing with houses built on stilts in the bay. Furthermore, pockets
of informal settlements have mushroomed all over the city.
As mentioned in the Comprehensive Land use Plan of the City (page 95 to 100) in 2007
over 8,000 households were informal settlers occupying 1,075 hectares. Despite the
increasing number of housing subdivisions (housing projects) the cost is considerably
high to most low-income families and only the middle income group and high salaried
employees can afford to buy a unit. The housing backlog in 2011 stood at 12,701 units.
For the plan period till 2021 the city needs a land area requirement of 41 hectares for
low cost socialized housing targeting 16,609 households.
In addition to exposure to typhoons, storm surge and tsunami’s the City is located near
major vault lines and high risk earthquake area, while the soil in parts of the town
provides a high likelihood of liquefaction. Certain areas in town are also flood prone.
Tacloban is the economic hub of Eastern Visayas, with trade and commerce being the
main economic activities, while banking, service sector are thriving. The establishments
of large shopping malls did not only result in items becoming available where before you
had to travel to other towns, but also caused a shift in urban activities and
developments. For instance the Robinson Mall in Marasbaras district created a ripple
effect with more businesses activities in and around the Mall location (i.e. restaurants,
banks and boutiques) and increased the value of properties and land. Furthermore, the
building industry is booming with expansion along the Maharlika highway. Other sectors
such as air transport and car sale businesses also have expanded as a result of the
increased economic activities. New informal settlements sprout up at these new
commercial areas.
This shows that people move (relocate themselves) to areas where there are
employment opportunities and thus “settlement planning” is determined to a high degree
by private commercial investments and developments.
Following the disaster and destruction caused by Typhoon Yolanda the City has
prepared the Tacloban Recovery and rehabilitation plan (draft March 2014). The plan
1

“Comprehensive Land Use plan 2012-2021”
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provides a series of immediate actions and operational strategies that lead the city and
its people towards recovery, rehabilitation and sustainable development. The plan builds
on four pillars:
• Social and shelter
• Economics
• Infrastructure
• Environment.
The Tacloban Recovery and rehabilitation plan does not include coastal protection and
direct coastal development. PRA’s contribution could therefore be very valuable.
The Tacloban Urban Masterplan currently under process for approval also does not
include sufficient detail other than that included through the Shelter Initiative (UN
Habitat). PRA’s initiative would again be valuable to ensure that he whole rebuilding and
master planning process for the city is truly integrated.
One of the main issues concerns the relocation plans of households living in “unsafe”
coastal zones to safe new housing estates. The main unsafe areas are (see Figure 3.3):
• Zone 1: Airport peninsula/down town and area around port and immediate north of
port (informal settlements). Those who have reserves are building double storied
houses at the moment.
• Zone 2 and 3: High density/mix of fishermen, day labourers market, port and small
workshops and businesses.
In meetings with the Mayors of Tacloban (and Palo) and the city planning department it
became obvious that providing safer environments (protected against storm surge and
tsunamis) is a high priority and major challenge.
Concern exists on the magnitude of approximately 14,000 to 20,000 households (almost
100,000 people or one third of the urban population), while affordable safe locations are
far away from employment opportunities and social infrastructure facilities (i.e.
schooling).
The visited relocation housing estates (sub divisions) comprises single row houses with
limited outdoor space (no gardens), located 5 to 20 km from the centre of town where
most (used) to work. It has to be seen if people can afford to remain in these new
relation sites or that they have to move back to town in order to make a living.
It is a dilemma that in order to provide safety from potential storm surges and tsunamis
people have to move to safer grounds, while if there is no employment people cannot
stay. People themselves make a well balance choice between safety/health and income.
In general only few (with regular income) can afford to move to safer areas (even if it is
100% subsidized). On the other hand the existing (spontaneous) expansion of the city is
a result of private commercial investors. Or in other words if employment opportunities
are created people will settle in that location. In that sense the city planners and
politician can have a “steering” role in providing business opportunities for investors.
The coastal protection and reclamation proposals may provide such another major
opportunity to direct or steer city “planning” if it is carried out well involving all
stakeholders (i.e. private sector). Besides government departments and politicians, one
of the main other stakeholders are the populations now living in the coastal zones. In a
participative approach a better understanding must be gained on their needs, worries
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(incl. hazards) and ambitions (incl. want they want for their children). This may result in a
menu of appropriate resilient solutions including relocation for some, densification and
improving health and safety measures (evacuation routing etc.).
Although it is recognized that relocation of part of the coastal population will be
necessary to ensure safety of people at risk due to storm surge and tsunamis, the
proposed coastal protection and reclamation provides the opportunity to reduce
relocation needs. This is especially valid for communities in zone 1, 2 and 3 (figure 1.1
and figure 3.3) comprising fishermen, “daily wage earners” and small businesses that
depend on the bay, the down-town market and port for their income. Through a
participatory urban renewal planning exercise using part of the potential new reclaimed
lands for low income housing, existing informal settlements along the coastline can be
improved to provide a safe and healthy environment. Furthermore alternative design and
construction techniques could be tested and introduced for other areas exposed to
typhoons, storm surge and tsunami such as double (multi) storied concrete framed
houses with walls at ground level being washed out during a storm surge or tsunami and
thereby protecting the building (see photo of house on the beach in Barangay 90).

Palo Zone 6

Figure 3.3 Coastal zones considered in the assessment of necessary hard and soft solutions for
increased coastal protection

3.2.3

Mangrove restoration
Mangroves are an important component of the natural coastal defence systems in the
Philippines and serve many purposes additional to coastal safety and buffering against
sea level rise (e.g. enhancing biodiversity, producing timber and livelihood opportunities,
acting as nursery for coastal ecosystems, carbon sequestration and proving water
purification). Even so, they are rapidly being lost, particularly for fish ponds, charcoal
winning and all sorts of coastal developments. Traditional hard structures are being built
to offset coastal erosion and improve coastal protection. However, in muddy areas these
structures are neither sustainable nor effective. Likewise, in non-urbanized areas they
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also appear often too costly to consider. Therefore, attempts need to be made to restore
the coastline in the natural way and by doing so restoring the valuable coastal
ecosystems. Hereto, innovative and proven technologies can be used based on a
wealth of experience on coastal erosion mitigations by restoring the natural conditions
and trapping sediments as gained in Netherlands.
The Mission conducted a partial ocular inspection of the coastline from Jacinto Bridge
north of Tacloban City to the city proper and south to the northern portion of Municipality
of Palo, adjacent to Tacloban City. The mission, however, was not able to visit two
riverine systems and their estuaries east and the south of Palo Town.
As per Zones indicated in figure 3.3:
Zone 1
Airport, barangay 86 to 89 to Municipal of Palo: Coastline without shallow waters and
largely composed of sand deposits. Apparent erosion of segments of the coastline
noted. Habitat for beach forest but original forest may have been converted into housing
areas for fishing communities along the entire coast.
Zone 2
Bay between Tacloban airport and oil depot: From the end of the runway towards city
proper a narrow wetland at the western side of the airport peninsula. Substantial
seagrass beds and narrow bands of degraded mangroves near city proper. The wetland
is protected by combined BFAR and City Ordinance as a fish sanctuary. Expansion of
mangrove cover by permeable structures not possible. Restoration through assisted
natural regeneration possible and may be ongoing.
Zone 3
Port area no mangrove or wetlands
Zones 4 and zone 5
Juanico Bridge to Barangay Bagacay: Coastline dominated by deep waters and strong
currents. Absence of tidal mudflats. Shallower waters less than 100 meters wide with
very narrow and broken bands of mangrove patches (degraded secondary growth).
Options for sediment capture by permeable structures to increase mangrove forest
cover absent.
Barangay Dial: Shallower waters less than 200 meters wide at a river mouth with
estimated less than 10 hectares of combined nipa and mangrove cover (degraded
secondary growth). Options for sediment capture and expansion of mangroves by
permeable structures may exist. Mangrove restoration through assisted natural
regeneration is possible.
Barangay Tigbao: Coastline with two smaller river outlets and several hectares of
contiguous mangrove cover, especially in Barangay 72 and 74. Substantial sediment
loads in the bay. Shallower waters varies from about 150 to 500 meters with up to a 500
meter wide mangrove forest (combined degraded secondary growth and some older
growth forest). Options for sediment capture and expansion of mangrove cover by
permeable structures may exist. Mangrove restoration through assisted natural
regeneration is possible.
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Zone 6
Municipality of Palo from municipal boundary to Baras: See description under 5.
Municipality of Palo - Palo River mouth: Area not visited. River mouth and meandering
river from highway to coastline includes substantial mangrove areas and a barrier island
with depleted vegetation and sandy soils. Expansion of mangrove cover by permeable
structures may exists. Restoration through assisted natural regeneration seems
possible.
Palo south: By far the largest and most composite coastal wetlands system is located in
southern Palo; from Palo River N 11 10 to Tanauan Town N 07 11. The area was not
visited due to time constraint. The ecosystem includes brackish water mangrove forest,
estuarine islets, a lagoon and coastal sand barriers which appears to be receding
(Google Earth – data). These coastal stretches may also include threatened biodiversity.
There are ongoing government programs with focus on rehabilitation and expansion of
both mangrove and beach forests:
•
•
•

Initiatives under the Department of Environment and Natural Resources’ (DENR)
National Greening Program, the Department of Agriculture – Bureau of Fisheries
and Aquatic Resources and a GIZ- funded Coastal Management Project;
Visayan State University undertaking detailed research activities to determine the
distribution, diversity, quantity and quality of mangroves and seagrass beds around
Tacloban City;
Initiatives by the local government of Palompon west of Tacloban where enhanced
community training on environmental protection now include mangrove management
and expansion of island-based mangrove cover seaside of the town (a combined
fish and bird sanctuary). It contributed to increased disaster resilience during
typhoon Yolanda.

The Mission was updated by staff from the regional DENR office (region VIII) on
mangrove rehabilitation activities. For 2014 around 0.6 million Euro are earmarked for a
‘Leyte Gulf Mangrove and Forest Plantation’ project. It includes delineation and
documenting of no-build zones, survey and assessment of proposed mangrove/beach
forest plantation, nursery establishment and seedling production:
•

The target is 465 hectares of mangrove and beach forest plantation in the Tacloban
area and adjacent municipalities (with a focus on the mangroves that got lost during
Yolanda), establishment of nurseries and production of 367,000 seedlings.

Based on the Mission’s ocular inspection and a rapid assessment of available satellite
images (Google Earth) the Mission assessed the feasibility of a) initiatives to accelerate
the natural ecosystem’s recovery-rate of typhoon-damaged forest and b) options for
sediment capture by permeable structures to expand the mangrove forest cover where
the hydrological schemes may make it possible.
The coastline along Tacloban City and nearly Municipality of Palo is diverse and only
segments of it may allow for interventions based on the ’ Building with Nature’ concept.
It may not be possible to expand the mangrove coverage without increasing the
knowledge base on where sediment capture could take place and how to maintain
expanded areas with planted mangroves.
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4

PROPOSED MEASURES

4.1

Structural measures
Tacloban City, supported by UNHabitat, has developed an initial masterplan that has
been submitted to the infrastructure cluster of OPARR for approval of the President. It
seems that this plan is supported by most stakeholders, and therefore forms a sound
basis for the proposed structural measures. Further detailing of coastal protection
measure is however required to complement this plan.
In the Infrastructure plan the City of Tacloban has been devided into 5 zones that all
need different coastal measures depending on the prevailing conditions, see Figure 3.3.
(same zoning as soft measures).
These zones have been further detailed in the urban plan with some typical crosssections of coastal protection measures. The plan states that “Subject to validation by
coastal engineering studies, the advisable disaster mitigation would be a mix of ‘soft’
(mangroves) and ‘hard’ intervention (dikes, revetments and breakwaters). This same
plan also provides some artist impressions of potential measures for different zones.
PRA’s initiave through this scoping mission connects well with the requests and
conclusions of this urban plan, furthermore it fills in the gaps and could provide a truly
integrated approach.
Building further on the zones, and potential coastal protection measures, identified by
the City of Tacloban after Typhoon Yolanda (but currently not part of any reconstruction
plan), the DRR mission has further detailed the scope of work for the structural
measures that could be part of any follow-up project. Please note that zone 6 has been
added, which covers the coastline of the LGUs Palo and part of Tanauan located south
of Tacloban City.

Zones

Possible measures

Zone 1

Part of Scope:
• Conceptual Design of a sea defence barrier for the entire stretch of the
airport facing the San Pedro Bay. The structure shall be designed in such
as way that it remains intact (limited damage only) after an extreme event
(surge, tsunami, or earthquake).
• The safety objective shall be that the airport remains operational
immediately after a surge or tsunami hits the area again. The sea defence
structure shall in that respect absorb a significant part of the energy,
preventing erosion of the airport area, damage of the airstrip and/or the
essential buildings for aviation purposes.
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Not part of the Scope:
• Essential buildings on the airstrip (terminal, storage areas and navigation
tower) should be made storm surge and typhoon wind proof.
• Evacuation plans and routes need to be prepared and safe evacuation
centres need to be erected for the people working and living on the
penninsula.
Zone 2

Part of Scope:
• Conceptual Design of new islands in the bay, or land reclamations directly
to the shore, acting as (support to) the primary defence. The coastal
defence structures shall be designed that it remains intact (limited damage
only) after an extreme event (surge, tsunami, or earthquake).
• The safety objective shall be that the damage caused by surges or
tsunamis for the hinterland remains limited if a surge or tsunami hits the
area again. The sea defence structure shall in that respect absorb a
significant part of the energy, and prevent erosion of the coastline.
• On the short term the land reclamations shall fulfill a commercial and
recreational (green areas) function, by generating investment capital to
partly finance the overall coastal development program, and a social
purpose, by providing space for housing and resettlement.
• Partial closing of Tacloban bay, zone 1-2-3.
Not part of the Scope:
• New buildings on the land reclamations (residential and commercial)
should be made storm surge and typhoon wind proof, advice and concepts
only.
• Evacuation plans and routes need to be prepared and safe evacuation
centres need to be erected for the people working and living on the
reclamations, guidelines only.
• On the long term the airport could be linked with Kanhurwa by an elevated
roadway to allow a second route from the airport peninsula to the city.
(Please note that the main issue after Yolanda hit Tacolban City was that
the goods could not be transported from the airport to the city itself.).
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•
It needs to be investigated if it is
financially, socially and environmentally
viable to combination this elevated road
with a flood control structure to protect the
bay against surges and tsunamis.

Zone 3

Part of Scope:
• Conceptual Design of sea defence along the shoreline and potential for
reclamation areas to be added to the existing port location. The coastal
defence structures shall be designed that it remains intact (limited damage
only) after an extreme event (surge, tsunami, or earthquake).
• The safety objective shall be that the damage caused by surges or
tsunamis for the hinterland remains limited is a surge or tsunami hits the
area again. The sea defence structure shall in that respect absorb a
significant part of the energy, and prevent erosion of the coastline.

Not part of the Scope:
• Feasibility study for (a partial) relocation of the port to zone 5 (to create
livelyhood in the designated resettlement zone), or babatngon (to ensure
goods can be imported by ships if a similar event would occur again).
• New buildings on the land reclamations (residential and commercial)
should be made storm surge and typhoon wind proof. (advice only).
• Evacuation plans and routes need to be prepared and safe evacuation
centres need to be erected for the people working and living on the
reclamations. (coordination with other plans is included).
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Zone 4
and 5

Part of Scope:
• Considering the relative small stretch of land being inundated and the
abundance of existing mangrove forest, the Building with Nature concepts
(mangroves restoration with or without additional measures to enhance
sedimentation and suitability for
mangrove expansion) can be
applied.
Not part of the Scope:
•
Evacuation plans and
routes need to be prepared and
safe evacuation centres need to
be erected for the people
working and living on the
reclamations.

Zone 6

Part of Scope:
• Considering the variety in coastline features with coastal communities,
mangrove patches, hard infrastructures streches, river deltas and natural
rock formations or small beaches, the focus will be on flood risk reduction
with different (small scale, localised and mainly soft) measures. The
objective is to protect the property of the coastal communities to a certain
extend, also realizing that a full protection can never be provided and
warning systems and evacuation plans will remain the most important
measures to guarantee the safety of the people.
Not part of the Scope:
• Evacuation plans and routes need to be prepared and safe evacuation
centres need to be erected for the people working and living on the
reclamations.

Please note that appropiate (safe and affordable) safety levels and design conditions
per zone need to be determined based on the modelling results and expert judgement
during the initial phase of the project.
Ballpark figures for potential investment requirements are given in Table 4.1 below.
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Zone 1
Length
Sea Defence
Zone 2
Land Reclamation
Sea Defence
Coastal protection (refetments/seawalls/beach protection)
Zone 3
Land Reclamation
Sea Defence
Coastal protection (refetments/seawalls/beach protection)
Zone 4 en 5
Mangrove
Breakwater
Zone 6
Mangrove
Port (s) improvement
Partial closure tacloban Bay?

4,000

Unit
m

Unit Price [US$] USD
30,000
120,000,000

300
5,000

ha
m
ls

1,000,000
20,000

300,000,000
100,000,000
20,000,000

100
2,000

ha
m
ls

2,500,000
20,000

250,000,000
40,000,000
20,000,000

100
500

ha
m

50,000
10,000

5,000,000
5,000,000

200

ha

50,000

10,000,000

1,000

m

50,000

20,000,000
50,000,000
940,000,000

Table 4.1 Rough Cost estimates

It is clear that the estimate investment requirements for coastal protection are large.
However, the current drive for rebuilding and available funds provide a window of
opportunity to tap into rebuilding funds otherwise not available. When combining and
integrating the planning and implementation of the coastal protection with city planning
and rebuilding it is expected that financially and economically the measures become
feasible. Especially if additionally an earning model can be introduced to also motivate
private sector investment.

4.2

Non-structural measures
A possible coastal defence strategy and subsequent coastal projects for Tacloban City
and nearby coastlines would support implementation of the Government of the
Philippines strategy on integrated coastal management, specifically a) Prioritization of
the protection and management of mangroves and beach ecosystems, b) Application of
an ecosystem approach to the management of fisheries, c) Conduct of inventory of
foreshore lands to identify and clarify impacts of privatization and commercialization to
the environment and the fishing communities, d) Reversion of unproductive fishponds to
mangroves and revise policies on the management of mangrove areas in order to
increase mangrove cover, e) integrate coastal and marine water use plans into the
comprehensive land use plans of LGUs and f) Improve the status of coastal and marine
biodiversity by safeguarding coastal ecosystems and biological diversity.

4.2.1

Storm Surge and Tsunami modelling
Typhoon-related catastrophes in the Philippines frequently lead to rain-induced flooding
(rising water), life-threatening and destructive flash floods, mudslides & landslides,
coastal storm surge flooding, large and dangerous battering waves, wind-induced
damage and coastal erosion.
Typhoon Haiyan, known as Typhoon Yolanda in the Philippines, was one of the most
devastating tropical cyclones ever recorded in the Tacloban area, see Table 3.2 and
Figure 4.4.
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Table 4.2 Typhoons in the Tacloban area (source PAGASA, based upon Philippine Weather Bureau
Monthly Bulletins, 1901; Hongkong Observatory, 1958, re-edited; Shanghai Observatory, 1957, reedited; JMA Library, Japan)
Date of Typhoon occurrence
Fatalities
Station
Storm surge
Pressure
12 October 1897
1,300
925.2 hPa
7.3 m (Hernani)
24 November 1912

52

924 hPa

27 October 1952

444

930 hPa

No record

04 November 1984

1,167

925 hPa

3.5 m (coastal areas of Leyte)

08 November 2013

6,241 +

910 hPa

6-7 m ( Leyte & Samar areas)

7 m (Sta. Rita)

Figure 4.4 Tracks of the most dangerous typhoons in the Tacloban region.

The local effects of Haiyan, a category 5 super typhoon especially related to a storm
surge of 6 – 7m at the East Coast and wind velocities of up to 315 km/h (Joint Typhoon
Warning Centre). The ultimate impacts depend on:
• severity of the depression
• regions / locations that are affected (rural vs. urban)
• track, radius, wind velocities, duration, rain intensity, ..)
• response time
• condition of the region (historic rainfall, state of re-built after previous disaster, ..)
• time of the year (soil saturation, land use,..)
These parameters in combination with an accurate digital elevation model and local
bathymetry make forecasting possible. In the NOAH project a Lidar survey of the lowlying coastal areas recently became available. Moreover, local bathymetries up to minus
15 meter below sea level have been determined as well. Following the landing of Haiyan
several modelling attempts were made by the DREAM team at YP Diliman, JICA and
the Marine Science Institute. The first and latter make use of the leading Dutch software
suite Delft3D. Two days after the typhoon event a simulation of the storm surge was
made in The Netherlands with fairly accurate storm surges at the Tacloban coastline,
see Figure 4.5. Still it was observed that especially at the outside of the Gulf the model
underperforms due to the ignorance of infragravity waves (i.e.surface gravity waves with
frequencies lower than the wind waves– consisting of both wind sea and swell – so
corresponding with the part of the wave spectrum lower than the frequencies directly
generated by forcing through the wind.). With available advanced modelling techniques,
however, it is believed that it is possible to improve the results significantly, especially in
combination with the latest DEM and bathymetry data.
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Figure 4.5 Example of Delft3D simulation for Haiyan

Both the modelling teams and PAGASA expressed great interest to be supported with
the forecasting of these storm surges. Over the last months some assistance was
already provided to the UP teams.
Likewise, to set the necessary targets for coastal safety (and corresponding design
standards for coastal protection works) modelling needs to be carried out, studying the
storm surge and inundation impacts (leading to improved hazard mapping) and
probabilities of various impact parameters like tracks and wind velocities). With
improved storm surge modelling PAGASA’s forecasting capabilities can be improved,
local early warning systems can be fed and assessments of local conditions for
mangrove restoration needs be assessed.
Finally, as the area can also be affected by earthquakes (Philippine Institute of
Volcanology and Seismology (PHIVOLCS), see Figure 3.6, tsunami’s will have to be
included in the forecasting activities. The same Delft3D software has been extensively
used for accurate tsunami simulations.
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Figure 4.6 Source location and year of occurrence for recorded earthquake generated historical
tsunamis in the Philippines

4.2.2

Transfer of Building with Nature knowledge to DENR
During the scoping mission the team was updated on the mangrove rehabilitation plans
by DENR – region VIII. It appeared that mangroves were planted without having good
knowledge on the local conditions (hydrodynamics and sediments). This may explain
that new plantations in the Philippines are quite unsuccessful. Attempts to rehabilitate
eroding coasts in the Philippines lead to some 440 million juveniles planted on 44,000
ha at M$ 17.6 with a 5 – 10% survival (often after replantation). DENR, region VIII, as
such was very interested in learning of the new techniques to improve restoration
efforts.
The following is recommended regarding the soft engineering approaches:
• Conduct of assessments based on existing experiences in building on ecosystembased approaches to restoration to conclude where and how expansion of mangrove
eventually can take place in the Tacloban area;
• Provision of technology transfer to local DENR, BFAR and LGUs improving
knowledge on how to increase soil sediment capture for mangrove forest expansion;
Setting up an expert Centre on Building with Nature at DENR.
• Facilitation of eco-system smart development and implementation of barangay-level
disaster risk reduction management plans increasing the communities active role in
coastal resilience and mangrove protection;
• Improvement of monitoring policies for maintenance and strengthening of coastal
mangrove systems.
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5

FINANCIAL AND ECONOMIC ASSESSMENT & DIRECTION

5.1

Constraints in investing in funding flood protection
Particularly in lower income countries like the Philippines, flood protection programming
is often a response to incidents. The state budget is not sufficient to pay for all the
required structural investments in new infrastructure and the regular maintenance and
rehabilitation of existing infrastructure. When a disaster strikes, funding is organized
from various channels to fund emergency response, rehabilitation and rebuilding. As will
be the case with Yolanda/Haiyan, a key issue is that there is a relatively short period of
willingness to take action and fund the required investments, which are at risk of being
too much focused on short term actions. This is not aligned with the nature of flood
protecting, which requires long term planning, programming and funding to provide the
required security levels. This section and general considerations in Annex C discusses
the options to turn the current momentum into long-term optimal solutions.
post-disaster momentum

attention

moment
to decide
rebuilding effort

time

Figure 3.7 Timing and ensuring rebuilding

5.2

Challenging economics of flood protection
In addition to the inherent constraints mentioned in 3.5.1, structural flood protection
projects also face some challenging project economics:
• Limited autonomous earning power: projects are typically not generating direct
revenues. Flood protection is seen as a public good, which is traditionally publicly
funded. Therefore the willingness of users to pay for the use, is small or not existing.
• Delayed benefits: the required up-front investment leads to benefits in the very long
term, far beyond political cycles.
• Non-guaranteed and non-financial benefits: benefits of projects consist mainly of
avoided costs.
• Dispersed benefits: benefits are hard to collect or used to pay back investment costs.
• Non-repetitive solution: the solutions are typically tailor-made, making it hard to
realize economies of scale and involving high sunk-costs.
• High risk profile: flood protection projects are often technically complex and capital
intense, with substantial risks of cost overruns and exposure to impact risk, sovereign
risk, regulatory risk and market risk.
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Figure 5.8 Optimal Intervention

5.3

Land Reclamation and Combinations with airport and seaport
Land reclamation as opportunity for protection and urban development including
Potential combinations with commercial activities and (low cost) housing, is seen to be a
realistic option. Combining benefits of additional land with buffer zones (partially)
financed by the private sector can be a good coastal development option to further
develop in this stage of the (city) rebuilding efforts
As part of a future DRR follow-up mission, the team was also asked to look into possible
combinations with the airport and seaport near Tacloban. An initial assessment was
made as follows: The Tacloban Airport currently serves around 1.2 million passengers
per year, making it the 8th airport in The Philippines and an attractive size for a PPP
project. In April 2014, the National Economic Development Authority approved the
Tacloban Airport Redevelopment PPP Project, to be implemented by the Department of
Transport and Communications with support from the PPP Center, who are currently
preparing the project by preparing the project scope, defining terms of reference for a
transaction advisor who will structure the PPP and manage the bidding process. Project
costs are estimated to be around 50m USD. One possible avenue worth exploring is to
see whether this project could be combined with flood protection aspects.
In The Philippines currently combined PPP projects are already being made involving
land reclamations, airports and seaports. An example is the San Fernando airport,
where currently options are being explored to fund a financially not viable (but
economically viable) airport upgrade through giving land development rights near the
airport and the seaport to a private proponent. This will allow bidders to optimise the
combination of airport and real estate investments, and contributing in kind (through
land) will lead to less costs for the government. Rebel as lead transaction advisor to the
PPP Center is structuring this project as PPP. Also recently, San Miguel, one of the
leading conglomerates in The Philippines, submitted a USD 10 billion unsolicited
proposal for a project including land reclamation, real estate development and an
airport. Also a number of other projects combining land reclamation, real estate
development and other functions are being studied. These projects should be assessed
and lessons learnt should be taken along to define similar options and strategies
specifically for Tacloban City.

5.4

Designing integrated / multi-component projects
From the above it becomes clear that the possible combinations of flood protection
functions with commercial functions are very specific to the location. Creative
combinations as described in the two previous chapters are usually not designed by
advisors/agencies alone, but result from extensive involvement of private sector and
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other stakeholders. Early market involvement and in this case involvement during the
rebuilding phase, well before project design should be aimed to incentivize and
challenge industry players to come up with smart solutions, integration with other
projects, save costs and generate revenues. Such innovative procurement procedures
involving expertise from The Netherlands are recent plans for upgrading the Afsluitdijk,
an expressway dike in The Netherlands already completed in 1933, for which such a
process lead to interesting solutions with innovative transportation systems, energy
generation and recreational facilities. Also the “Rebuild by Design” competition could
serve as an example.

5.5

Private involvement in coastal defence projects: conclusions
The favourable PPP climate as well as sufficient availability of funding in the Philippines
create significant scope for projects involving private sector participation and private
financing in the rehabilitation and rebuilding of Tacloban. Besides with the Philippine
reclamation Authority, discussions should take place with public institutions such as the
DOTC, DPWH and PPP Center to assess possibilities for availability based PPP
projects. Furthermore, it needs to be determined whether coastal defence projects
involving land reclamation, real estate development or other commercial activities could
lead to financially viable business cases for Tacloban, which may lead to solicited
proposals, or at least significantly lower required government contributions.
Areas to be studied further related to private financing / PPPs in next mission
• Potential to utilize currently available funds from the government (MDTF) to develop
coastal protection projects as availability-based PPP projects. As solicited proposals
can have no government contribution under “normal” circumstances, the PRA could
initiate projects as “priority projects” and develop the project with support from the
PPP Center.
• Study possibilities to organize a competition similar to “Rebuild by Design” for new
York in response to hurricane Sandy, which was also initiated by Dutch experts.
• Have initial discussion with market parties with an understanding of the Tacloban
area to assess potential combinations with commercial activities, such as land
reclamation.
• Explore options to package the airport and seaport as a PPP project involving flood
protection.
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6

RECOMMENDATIONS

6.1

Mandate of PRA
During the mission it has become evident that there is no agency that is fully responsible
for coastal protection and as such for coastal development. All agencies have expressed
the need for a clear definition of responsibilities. PRA’s ambition to become the agency
taking the lead in the process and projects that are involved with coastal protection
seems to be supported. DENR, PRA’s mother agency expressed that they see PRA as
the appropriate agency to take the lead in integrated coastal protection besides the land
reclamation mandate. Also DPWH is not responsible for coastal protection
infrastructure, unless there is for instance a road on a coastal embankment. DPWH also
sees a need for an agency to become responsible, especially also if of national value
and dealing with the Monitoring and Maintenance phase of projects.
Supporting the PRA in achieving their Mandate utilising the Dutch experience and
expertise was seen to be an activity that would support the PRA’s position, in addition to
the Tacloban Coastal Defence project. The latter could then be seen as a Pilot to show
the process, outcome and value though involvement of 1 agency.

6.2

Need for coordination
It has become evident that a high level of attention and expertise exist in the Philippines
on disaster risk reduction. It is also clear that many actors such as (donors, Government
Agencies and LGU’s, NGO’s and private sector) play a role and that coordination is
required to benefit from all systems and procedures that are already in place. Thereby
bringing together all initiatives and providing quality control. Once coordination has
taken place it will be easier to see what gaps in expertise and procedures exist and how
the Philippines can approach the process of increasing its capacity to undertake projects
mitigating adverse effects from climate change and prevention of coastal disasters my
planning and programming mitigation measures.

6.3

Adaptive flood risk management and stakeholders participation
The collaboration between The Netherlands and The Philippines, through the PRA and
making use of the DRR facility, should focus on the development of a strategic
framework for proposed coastal defence works with due attention to future scenarios
(such as climate change, sea level rise, population increase, sector development,
developing perspectives & values etc.). This joint project therefore should emphasize
therefore on dealing with the uncertain future and can benefit from the unique Dutch
Delta approach.
Given this focus the main question that should be addressed by the DRR team is how to
work towards the best Coastal Protection strategy given the uncertainties. Adaptation to
such future scenarios means dealing with uncertainties to define robust and flexible
adaptation strategies for coastal protection. Such robust strategies are insensitive to
unanticipated changes in the pressures; flexible strategies allow for adaptation in
response to changes and do not a-priori exclude alternative strategies.
The identification of robust and flexible strategies for adaptive flood risk management
requires novel approaches in scenario analysis. It firstly requires integrated scenarios, in
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which e.g. climate-related pressures are related to socio-economic context, impact
assessment is carried out against the changing socio-economic context, and the
responses to these impacts in the course of time are considered. Secondly, it requires
new concepts and advanced tools to explore the range of possible futures, thereby
considering the interaction between pressures - impacts and management responses in
a dynamic way.
Starting with addressing the safety targets the next DRR-Team phase should describe
the necessary steps towards the implementation of robust and flexible coastal defence
strategies, meanwhile identifying no regret measures for immediate implementation. A
participatory approach is to be followed to identify the optimal flood risk management
strategy and, perhaps even more important, get full ownership by the various
stakeholders.
This comprehensive, collaborative approach to Adaptive Flood Risk Management will
help the Philippine government to set clear and widely accepted priorities and provide a
solid framework for planning, investment and implementation of effective, feasible and
sustainable interventions now and for the future. This in turn will lead to minimizing
threats and maximizing opportunities and as such an increased state of welfare and an
improved investment climate.
As the life-time of most structural measures (protective works, etc.) are designed for a
period of 50 – 100 years, it is wise to already incorporate future uncertainties in design
conditions and to make reservations for future adjustments when necessary.

6.4

Royal Dutch Embassy Manila
The scoping mission of the DRR-Team to Tacloban and nearby municipalities that were
devastated by Typhoon Haiyan, was an opportunity for the Embassy to be involved in
insightful discussions of ideas and viewpoints with various stakeholders ranging from the
representatives of the local government and non-government organisations/donor
groups to the survivors still living in resettlement sites, regarding the initiative of the
Philippine Reclamation Authority (PRA) to develop an integrated coastal defence.
In these interactions, the general response was that the formulation of a masterplan for
coastal rebuilding and protection of Haiyan-affected areas in Leyte (Tacloban, Palo and
Tanauan) is a welcome development and that there is a strong support for this initiative.
It is however important at this early stage that the awareness and expectations created
by the visit of the DRR team are properly managed with PRA and other interested
parties, such as: when follow-up activities are expected to take place; timeline for the
masterplan to be drafted, approved and for the recommendations / project components
are to be implemented; and financing sources.
The Embassy extends to the DRR-Team its assistance as far as that its capacity and
resources allow. Given such constraints, the Embassy’s activities are centred mostly in
Manila and frequent travel to Tacloban is not feasible. Upon request however, the
Embassy can arrange and/or attend meetings as well as request for documents on
behalf of the DRR-Team.
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The Embassy can also promote the efforts of the DRRTeam to its network of
government contacts as well as provide its assessment of sector prospects, policy
reforms and business opportunities in the Philippine water sector

6.5

Community centered processes
There are several opportunities that can already be explored further with a more detailed
assessment, feasibility studies and data collection. The City Masterplan of Tacloban for
reclamation and other coastal protection should directly link to strengthening community
resilience through an integrated, robust urban resilience program. Many areas of
Tacloban City were identified as “highly prone” to storm surges, earthquakes and
flooding. It is recognized infrastructure planning for coastal protection should be coupled
with disaster preparedness measures as well as environmental management and
restoration.
One initial step that should be taken is to address the landlessness issue for “informal
settlers”. Once this is done, together with urban planners, academe, government line
agencies and other stakeholders, through community centered processes (wherein
community members are always represented in planning and decision making), a
fishermans’ village(s) can be retained in the reclaimed area. Multi-level
structure/shelters, for community members, can be developed ensuring that new
shelters are resistant to present/future hazards (storm surge, typhoons, sea level rise).
Meanwhile, community infrastructure, including water and sanitation facilities,
evacuation centres, health centres, should be designed keeping the same
considerations and learning from other models (schools built on stilts are already
existing in Mindanao). When the community infrastructure and facilities are already in
place, community members resilience are further strengthened through providing
opportunities for livelihoods diversification and empowering the most vulnerable
(women, people with disability etc.). Community structures, including organization of
volunteers and activating Barangay Disaster Risk Reduction Councils, will be
empowered through several capacity building activities that will enable them to mobilize
community members for public awareness activities (amongst other things). Early
warning system will have to be established, in cooperation with line agencies (PAGASA
provides rain gauges), and linked with LGU’s City Disaster Risk Reduction Management
Council Office. Ensuring all these components are integrated in the planning and
implementation will result to “pilot/model” resilient fishermans’ villages in urban areas
that can be showcased and followed by many urban areas in the country faced with the
same situation.
NGO’s, based on its existing network and presence in the area, as well as long history
of working in recovery activities and strengthening community resilience can implement
the following:
1. Construction of typhoon, flood resistant structure/shelter. With inputs from
various experts (academe and urban planners) and existing network of Shelter
experts, for the design of houses, RC can engage skilled workers, contractors
and beneficiaries themselves to participate in the shelter construction. Local
counterpart, ideally land development, can be lobbied by RC to the LGU’s.
2. Construction of community infrastructure. Based on previous and ongoing
activities, RC in-country has long experience in providing community
infrastructure in relocation sites (ex. Southern Leyte relocation area for landslide
affected communities) looking into, not only the facility, but ensuring manpower /
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commitment from the LGU to provide teachers and health workers when
necessary.
3. Providing livelihood activities to ensure families will not only depend on fishing
(as such during typhoons, they have no income), to include skills training and
community managed projects.
4. Climate-proof, eco smart Disaster Risk Reduction activities. From empowering
community members to be able to responds to disasters to preparing their own
Contingency Plans. It will include:
a. Organization of RC volunteers
b. Training on DRR, Climate Change and Ecosystem Management and
Restoration including first aid trainings and disaster response trainings
c. Training for Community Health Workers
d. Contingency Planning
e. Public Awareness Campaigns on hazards, evacuation routes, health
issues, environmental management, clean-up drives, material recovery
facilities etc.
f. Setting-up of EWS and testing
g. Evacuation drills / simulation exercises
h. Linking all activities to City Plans
All activities can also be implemented in areas where mangrove planting will take place,
and a barangay is already existing (taking on experience from Partners for Resilience
Program).
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7

SUMMARY AND TOR OF PROPOSED FOLLOW-UP ACTIVITIES

7.1

Overall Scope
In Figure 4.2 an overview of proposed phase 2 activities is presented. The activities are
to contribute to an integrated coastal development plan. This plan is to be made for the
the city of Tacloban and will tie in to the Urban Masterplan and Rebuilding plan. The
agency responsible for the coastal development plan will be the Philippine Reclamation
Authority. Basically, the DRR-Team phase 2 project is proposed to include the
necessary preparatory activities for an efficient implementation of the coastal protection
and development of the Tacloban area, namely a combination of hard (i.e. protective
works and land reclamation) and soft engineering (Mangrove restoration through the
Building with Nature concept) integrated in a master plan for coastal defence.
Identification, scoping, inception and master planning steps will be followed. The
planning process needs to be well integrated in the other rebuilding plans, as well as the
need for a good institutional base.
The proposed phase 2 should include 5 distinct activities contributing to an integrated
master plan for coastal protection:
1. Providing support to ongoing storm surge & tsunami modelling activities as
requested over the last months and during the mission. The Disaster Risk
Exposure Assessment for Mitigation project (DREAM), the JICA project and the
Marine Science Institute (University of the Philippines - Diliman). To enhance the
quality of the work to support the establishment of setting safety targets for the
Tacloban area and providing support to the necessary conceptual and detailed
design studies it is proposed to support the DOST and UP related activities and
have the results be used by the government agency for weather forecasting,
flood control, astronomical observations, and time service (PAGASA). The
activity will include technical assistance to the modelling team (as requested
over the last months and during the mission) and transfer of knowledge to
PAGASA.
2. A major part of the proposed phase 2 activities is a conceptual design study
which will have to be undertaken to investigate which protective works should be
applied at the different stretches of the coastline (see Figure 1.1). Identification
of possible solutions shall take place in this activity. In addition, land reclamation
should be considered as a possibility to provide space for the coastal
communities, enhance the coastal safety and generate (some of) the necessary
financing for the coastal protection. An initial plan for possible defence systems
is presented in section 3.1.1. A financial FS and procurement study, enabling
alternative funding sources for follow-up implementation, should be part of this
activity.

By interacting with the various rebuilding initiatives and plans in adition to close
coordination with the city urban development master plan, an integrated
approach must be ensured.
It was learned during the mission that the planned mangrove replantation project
by DENR – region VIII only focuses on restoration of mangroves that were lost
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during typhoon Yolanda. To support reduced vulnerability of the entire coastline
and benefit from the multiple functions of mangrove systems also other locations
should be identified. During the mission it was also learned that with latest
innovative approaches as applied in the salt marshes in The Netherlands and
recently in Indonesia, coastal resilience can be improved using the Building with
Nature concept. During the meetings with DENR and DENR – region VIII there
was great interest in transfer of this know-how to support the 1 billion PhP
Region VIII mangrove rehabilitation program. It is proposed to transfer this
knowledge to the DENR central department (setting up a Building with Nature
expert centre) in order to have it applied to other regions in the Philippines as
well.
Mangrove restoration / Building with Nature and hard structure/reclamation
should go hand in hand. Building with Nature, to really make a difference, should
aim for soft approaches as integral part of (at least the research and design
phase) of hard structures/reclamation. The engineers at PRA and Department of
Public Works should be part of the Building with Nature research/expert centre.
Local Tacloban activity: It is proposed that one of the actions for a potential
Phase 2 will be to organize a multi-stakeholder conference (with sufficient
investigation and preparation time) to discuss what was in place before, during
and after Yolanda, including what did work what did not work in order to identify
gaps in coastal defence.
3. To demonstrate the innovative restoration techniques and transfer the knowhow
in an efficient way a few joint demonstration projects will be set up in the
Tacloban area. In order to make this successful assessment studies of the local
conditions (sediments, hydrodynamics) need to be included as well, as a critical
first step in successful mangrove replantation is to reverse the loss of muddy
sediments. Using Building with Nature techniques shoreline accretion can be
established and mangrove restoration can take place.
4. To transfer advanced Dutch know how on hard and soft engineering techniques
a seminar will be organised at national level. During this seminar various coastal
protection techniques, land reclamation options and Building with Nature
opportunities will be presented and discussed. PRA requested the input from
Prof. Dr. Waterman, a renowned expert in coastal protection and land
reclamation through the Building with Nature concept and very familiar with the
Philippine situation through his earlier involvement with the PRA (formerly Public
Estates Authority PEA). This seminar also provides a great opportunity for PRA
to coastal development and management in the Philippines. During the mission
it was observed that there are no clear mandates for coastal protection.
Provision of a new mandate and restructuring of the PRA and the timeline for
such process can be addressed as well.
In addition to the above national seminar, phase 2 is to include local
workshops/seminars in Tacloban on city planning, building with nature and
innovative coastal defence solutions, to ensure that an integrated approach is
followed and coordination is achieved with other rebuilding and city planning
activities.
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5. Make a Masterplan coastal defence including implementation and investment
planning. Ensure that this plan is coordinated and cross checked with all other
plans for rebuilding and city development.

Figure 7.2 Proposed Phase 2 DRR and follow-up activities

The block indicated as “Proposed Phase 2 DRR-Team” is considered to be the best way
to ensure that objectives and ambitions as formulated by the PRA and supported by
most agencies and stakeholders can properly take root in the rebuilding phase. It is
clear that after the DRR-Team Phase 2 the follow-up activities will be taken up by the
PRA who will seek funding for TA and potential implementations of works.
Estimated Resources and Time required for follow-up:
Period:
•
•

Bridging towards Phase 2: 3 months
DRR-Team Phase 2 – Integrated Coastal Master plan: 5 months

Resources:
• Coastal Engineer and Team Leader – 4.5 months (preferably 75% time
stationed in Tacloban)
• Coastal Modelling expert - partial inputs 2 month
• Mangrove – Building with Nature Specialist - partial inputs 2 month
• Social and Environmental safe guards specialist – partial inputs 2 weeks
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•
•
•
•

NGO Resettlement and Rebuilding Expert- partial inputs 1 month
Financial/Economic exert - partial inputs 1 month
Local support staff – Local Engineers – 10 man months
Additional Coastal Land reclamation and Building with Nature specialists (2
weeks)

Deliverables:
• Integrated coastal protection and development plan Tacloban
• Institutional positioning and development assessment report
• National Seminar (Manila)

7.2

Timeline & Planning Follow up
The scoping mission and objectives and ambition of the PRA to implement an integrated
coastal defence master plan & strategy was generally supported with great enthusiasm.
This puts pressure on the timing for follow up. In addition, the timing of this mission
coincided with the recovery phase transitioning in to the rebuilding phase. From August
2014 onwards is therefore the moment to ensure that coastal protection (master) plan to
be made can be well integrated with other rebuilding plans.
It must be noted that the DRR-Team will need to follow their procedures to procure the
follow up after the steering committee has given approval. Depending on what the
fastest possible timeframe is to establish contracts for the follow-up, it is advisable to
have a bridging phase of 1 person on a part-time basis in the Philippines to initiate and
support the process and to keep focus on the coastal protection plan while the
procurement process in the Netherlands is completed.
Proposed planning:
• Bridging to Phase 2 - Process management maintaining momentum 15
October – 15 January
• Start of phase 2 – 15 January 2015
• Completion Phase 2 – 15 June 2015
2014/2015 week numbers
weeks (from start)

42
1

52
"-

1

2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22
12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 19 20 21 22 23 24 25 26 27 28 29 30

Bridging until phase 2 can start ( 12 weeks)
1 Coastal engineer in Philippines + 1 local expert + PRA
engineer
Resources:

start date 15 January 2015?

Coastal Engineer and Team Leader
Coastal M odelling expert
M angrove - Building with Nature Specialist
Social and Environmental safe guards specialist
NGO Resettlement and Rebuilding Expert
Financial/Economic expert
Local support staff - Local Engineers (PRA)
Additional Coastal Land reclamation and Building with Nature
specialists
Office and requirements and local travel
Workshop seminar (Waterman) M anila
M anila Institutional and capacity building support
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8

POTENTIAL PROSPECTS FOR THE DUTCH WATER SECTOR
Many opportunities have been identified to a basic level. It is evident that the Philippines
has many challenges in the water sector and also in the coastal sector. Water, waste
water and flood management will receive a great amount of attention over the coming
years. The Multi-Donor |Trust Fund initiated projects may set this in motion, but more
and more opportunities in the private sector are surfacing as well as projects initiated
directly by the Government of the Philippines:
Some specific opportunities:
• Master Plan Integrated coastal protection and development Tacloban as
described in this mission report
• Water supply – for Tacloban and Palo
• Urban Drainage Tacloban– Incorporate well formulated urban drainage plan into
rebuilding activities
• NOAH – DREAM further capacity support
• Waste Water Sanitation – Nationwide support for policy and increased speed of
development.
• Manila Flood Management, implementation of Master plan components
• PPP project in Bulk Water and Land reclamations.
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9

COLLECTED INFORMATION DURING THE MISSION
Among others:
Tacloban City Master Plan (LGU + UN Habitat)
Infrastructure Cluster Master Plan
Act of Strengthening the Philippine Disaster Risk Reduction and Management System
Report on the proposed coastal defence structures for Tacloban City (PRA)
Related Similar Events, Typhoons of the Philippines (PAGASA Powerpoint)
TRRP -The Tacloban Recovery and Rehabilitation Plan
JICA project framework (Powerpoint file)
OXFAM – The right move
DENR rehabilitation plan (Powerpoint file)
RAY – Reconstruction Assistance on Yolanda
GFDRR Typhoon Yolanda Ongoing Recovery PHILIPPINES
Recovery Framework Case Study (August 2014)
These and many others are uploaded to Pleio, DRR-PHILIPPINES.
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ANNEX A – DRR FACILITY

The Netherlands government established in 2013 a Facility to enhance water related
disaster management in other countries around the world. The objective of this facility is
to assist countries in their efforts for recovery from or prevention against water related
hazards with quality advice from the water sector in The Netherlands. The name of this
facility is Disaster Risk Reduction-Team (DRR-Team).
The following key messages of the DRR facility were presented during the scoping
mission.
What is the DRR-Team
The DRR-Team is a cooperation between the Netherlands Government and the
Netherlands Water Sector at large. The government in cooperation with the private
sector have recently established a funding mechanism to support quality advice of
Netherlands expertise to other countries that are coping with water related natural and
manmade disasters. Floods, droughts and environmental accidents are in the core of
the DRR-Team. A recent hazard will usually be the trigger for starting a DRR- Team
activity. The Ministry of Foreign Affairs and the Ministry of Infrastructure and
Environment, the Partners for Water Programme and the water sector are jointly
financing DRR-Team. The private sector finances roughly one sixth of the resources
available. The Netherlands Enterpise Agency is managing DRR-Team. The DRR-Team
has been approved for a period of two years.
What are the DRRTeam objectives
The aim of DRR-Team is to contribute with quality advice to institutions in other
countries responsible for disaster prevention and/or the recovery and reconstruction
after a hazard. Emergency assistance is not a part of the DRR-Team because there are
other international organisations and mechanisms in place. The aim is to bring the best
water expertise of the Netherlands water sector tailor made to a specific case. The
DRRTeam is also establishing contact between the Netherlands water sector and the
authorities. These contacts may, after the DRR-Team expires, help the water sector to
develop further business, amongst others deliverables for water and flood risk
management in a broad sense.
What is the scope of the DRR facility
A DRR-Team works with the authorities and institutions on a specific case. The DRRTeam works with the authorities and institutions to make proper assessments, to
develop policies and to define management responses. The objective is to reduce
risk with effective policies and adequate management measures. The DRR-Team brings
adequate expertise from the Netherlands to work with the experts of a specific country.
Joint products as assessments, policy advice and management measures are based on
tools, models and information that is made available by the authorities of aspecific
country.
What is the size and how is the phasing of a DRR-Team effort
A DRR-Team support may consist of the following phases: identification phase, scoping
phase, inception phase and master planning phase. Identification is a short contact to
understand the rationale of a specific case. The identification phase is an effort of one or
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two days. Scoping is an effort to understand the issues and problems of a specific case.
Scoping may also include an advice to the authorities on the direction of recovery and
preventive action. The scoping phase is an effort of one or two weeks. Inception is an
effort to analyse the range of possible solutions and counter measures that may be
undertaken by the authorities. It includes options for strengthening policies and
management measures, based on proper assessments. Identification may also include
an advice to the authorities on policy options and specific management measures. The
inception phase is an effort of several weeks working together. Finally, on the basis of
the inception analyses, assistance can be delivered through DRRTeamFacility for
developing a master plan. A master plan builds on the risk reducing policies that are set
in place and assembles management action for a certain area as a river basin, a coastal
plain or the country as a whole. The master planning phase may include several month
of cooperation. Each phase is completed with an end product with advice to the
authorities involved. The DRR-Team assistance can be stopped after each phase, if
further elaboration and analyses do not have added value. A follow up with an additional
phase is to be decided separately. Agreed terms of reference are the basis for a follow
up next phase including the desired competences of the DRR-Team.
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ANNEX B – BRIEF MINUTES OF MEETINGS

OVERVIEW OF MEETINGS DRR-TEAM Manila And Tacloban
Person/Organization
Issues Addressed/Notes
JULY 7, 2014 (MONDAY)
EKN-Embassy
Team
• Introduction to Team and Team members
meeting
experience
• All presented their perspective
• Planning and outputs of the mission were
established
PRA
• Expressing mutual expectations
• Scoping mission to lead to process for integrated
coastal protection plan.
• Numerous meetings set up and confirmed
• PRA strive to a unified and integrated plan, and is
willing to bring this forward with other agencies
• Focus on Tacloban area for this project, with the
intention to develop a model/pilot for other areas
• It is noted that at this moment an agency is missing
in the Philippines that is responsible for coastal
development projects as an integrated concept. The
PRA might take-up this role in the future.
• Long-term goal of PRA from this project is to
develop strategies for coastal protection / vulnerable
coastlines (eastern seaboard of the country; from
Northern Luzon to Mindanao).
• Financing is intended by a private initiative or PPP
(revenue at reclamations).
• It is noted that reclamation project need to go
through NEDA board for approval.
• The project needs to be a joint coordination between
LGU (Tacloban City) and PRA also, and therefore it
will be necessary to meet with the City Administrator
/ City Engineer (preferably the mayor also)
JULY 8, 2014 (THUESDAY)
• Discussion focused on budget support direct to the
Word Bank
Joop Stoutjesdijk
GoP (500 million USD)
• Limited involvement with MDTF
• 4 ongoing projects: Irrigation & Livelihoods
• Post Disaster Need Assessment carried out by the
Philippine government / UNDP(no help from World
Bank required)
• Big issue is the housing, not big infrastructure
developments. Philippine Government has a lot of
money earmarked for Visayas, but no good
proposals available.
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•

•

•

ADB

•
•
•

•

•

•

•
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WorldBank has provided 0.5 billion dollar for
Philippine Government budget support, and 472
million dollar allocated on helping poor communities
4 projects for restructuring (grants and loans to
LGUs to fix utilities and basic infrastructure and
irrigation scheme rehabilitation)
WB could follow up when interesting project evolve
from the mission
MDTF to be initiated as a TA support, 48 million
USD
ADB could potentially be interested
OPARR (Office of the Presidential Assistant for
Rehabilitation and Recovery) developed RAY
(Reconstruction Assistance on Yolanda) and
responsible for planning on area basis. They are
now preparing the follow-up of RAY.
OPA is approving and coordinating the projects, but
does not have the authority to implement projects
(coordinating and monitoring only). Some issues are
still pending decisions that are important for further
implementation of projects; a.o. housing finance,
business finance, land-use planning / zoning /
resettlement
The rehabilitation and recovery is phased in the
following steps:
o Emergency phase (0 – 6 months)
o Recovery phase (3 – 12 months)
o Reconstruction phase (6 months onwards)
Regarding to damage and allocated budgets:
o Damage is estimated in the RAY in total 8
billion: 50% was houses, 20% was
enterprises, 20% municipal buildings, 10%
rest
o Budget of about 2 billion already approved
by government,
o Budget of about 2 billion from ADB/WB and
bilateral inputs
o So, in total about 4 billion is available for
2013 and 2014
o The 0.5 billion from ADB is monitored
through the Philippine system.
ADB will be managing a multi-donor trust fund for
Technical Assistance and project implementation. At
the moment the budget is about USD 30 million. The
procurement follows the ADB procedures, and does
not need to be channelled through the national
government.
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•

JICA

•
•
•
•

Suggested agencies to meet in Tacloban:
o ADB (Joel Mangahas- acting director)
o NEDA office in Tacloban
o OPARR office in Tacloban
o JICA (a.o. typhoon modelling, providing
advise to LGUs for coastal defence)
o GIZ (mainly involved in comprehensive landuse planning)
Overview of all JICA activities (the study was done
and now they are moving towards implementation)
in the Tacloban area
A powerpoint file was shared with the JICA steps
for Planning on Recovery & Reconstruction
JICA prepared their own hazard maps, using
additional LIDAR data
JICA provided a grant of 46 million USD, meant for
some 6 projects for different Agencies:
rehabilitation of electricity supply, construction
machinery, rehabilitation of fishery center,
rehabilitation of national maritime school,
rehabilitation of Tacloban airport and rehabilitation
of meteorological radar system.

JULY 9, 2014 (WEDNESDAY)
DILG (Manila)
• USEC provided an overview of all activities as far
as they were involved in (rehabilitation plans
LGU’s)
• This is the first time a group is talking about coastal
defence. The Tacloban masterplan does not deal
really with coastal protection.
• Bulk of work is infrastructure, housing.
• Very supportive to the PRA initiative
• DILG and LGU’s are dealing with technical
problems, not enough engineers
• Pagasa predicted a surge, but the people did not
know what to do. They should have used the word
tsunami but they used storm surge, nobody knew
what to do, what it was. These warnings have
improved their alerts. Now there is a clear
understanding.
•
There
is already a masterplan for Tacloban, costs
NEDA
are 3 billion
• Depending on the cost different mechanism take
place. Over 1 billion PHP goes through ICC.
Investment Coordination Committee. If a project is
with a private party it also goes through ICC.
Guidelines are on the Neda website.
• Neda prefers to go through the province not direct
through the cities. Neda does the policy and
framework.
• Neda has a regional office in Palo, Leyte.
• Procurement procedures are in place, there are
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•

•
•

short procedures for calamities. but still there are
rules to be followed
Does Neda have an overview of all projects? Better
to ask Secr. Lacson. Neda deals with the loans and
grants from ADB, WB and JICA. All projects have to
be absorbed by government agencies.
Lacson will be in office until 2016
Establishing a multi donor trustfund. Fund is mainly
to try to get good proposals and get money from the
rehabilitation and emergency funds.

JULY 10, 2014 (THURSDAY)
• Mayor pointed out that we need to look for an
Tacloban Mayor
integrated solution including infrastructure, traffic, resettlement, housing, etc.
• The mayor also highlighted that a solution for the
relocation of the 14,000 households that are still
living in the 40m no-build zone need to be found
soon, since they are living on dangerous areas
exposed to the risk related to the upcoming typhoon
season.
• Also much emphasis should be given to build-up the
enterprises again in the City of Tacloban. People
need to work for their livelihood to recover as quickly
as possible; this can only be accomplished by
creating jobs for them.
• The major prefers to build further on the existing city
plan for the coastal protection with a focus on the
protection of the airport area.
• Discussed the City infrastructure plan as submitted
LGU City Engineer and
to OPARR, which has been supported by experts
Architect
from UNHabitat
• JICA prepared accurate hazard maps on the actual
water levels during the typhoon.
• Further advise on flood mitigating measures would
be highly appreciated. According to the city, focus
should be on the airport, port and the densely
populated bay area.
• Shelter cluster
• Main issue is the 40m ‘no-build-zone’, since most
agencies do not know how to handle this issue. On
the one hand these people need help, on the other
hand is it not allowed to provide help to these
people.
• The relocation site as pointed out by the City
Government could provide a solution, although
livelihood elements need to be developed also in
that area.
• Further discussed other important persons to
contact.
• Discussed the UNHabitat plan for the rehabilitation
UN Habitat
of Tacloban City.
• Regarding the coastal protection UNHabitat
highlighted that we need to look for a combination of
soft and hard measures, depending on the area.
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•

UNHabitat would welcome further assistance and
input into the urban plans for the city.

JULY 11, 2014 (FRIDAY)
•
UNOCHA-UNDPOPARR

Stakeholder Workshop

Now the reconstruction phase has been officially
completed, and the rehabilitation phase has started
OPARR Tacloban is taking over the coordination.
OPARR is divided into five clusters, being:
1. Infrastructure (under which our project would
fall)
2. Social
3. Resettlement
4. Livelihood
5. Funding support
• OPARR is waiting for approval by the president of
the Provincial and City plans for further
implementation.
• OCHA is supporting OPARR with the coordination
and provides expert knowledge. Similar to UNDP,
who have allocated 2 experts on DRR.
Meeting with LGUs/NGOs and others – 11 July 10am
The following organisations were present:
• Plan International
• Save the Children International
• Active Citizen Foundation
• Medicines Sans Frontiers France
• International Organisation for Migration (IOM)
• United Nations Office for the Coordination of
Humanitarian Affairs (OCHA)
• Philippine Port Authority Tacloban (PPA)
• Department of Transport and Communications
(DOTC)
• Civil Aviation Authority Philippines (CAAP)
• LGU Palu
• BFAR Region 8
• JICA Tacloban Study Team
July 11 , meeting with various stakeholders
• JICA – planning for recovery activities, hazard
assessments and hazard maps
• UNHCR – protection in tent cities, advocacy for
durable solutions
• PLAN International – Shelter, WASH, DRR and
issues on land tenure
• Save the Children – shelter and child protection
POINTS raised:
• Lack of land is one major issue
• JICA proposal to reclaim parts of airport to extend
runways (this proposal was even before HAIYAN)
• Engineering solution is not enough
• Effective coastal protection should include livelihood
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option inland
Govenor’s Office

DENR

WASH cluster

Palo Mayor

WASH Cluster Tacloban

Meeting with Governors Office - 11 July 15pm
• Main issue is the no-building zone, since many
people are living and working in the affected areas.
• The provincial risk disaster management plan is
handed over to the DRR-team.
•

DENR
explained
their
current
mangrove
rehabilitation efforts in region VIII (1 billion PHP
programme that needs to be spent in the coming
year.
• This plan especially relates to restoring mangroves
that were destroyed during Haiyan. No special
efforts are undertaken for the abandoned fish
ponds areas. Cooperation with BFAR (dealing with
the titles for the fish ponds) is OK nowadays.
• DENR has little to no information on coastal
conditions and refrains from planting mangroves at
location with e.g. too much wave energy.
• They were very interested in the Building with
Nature program and would like to be guided on how
to best spend the 1 billion PHP.
• Discussion with UNICEF actively participating within
this cluster
• Problem with the LMWD is their limited distribution
network in Tacloban (32% of population is served).
Although they do have the capacity to expand the
city would get a prominent say when their
percentage served would increase (politics). Rest of
population works with handpumps, trucked water
distribution, etc.
• City is now working on a separate distribution
network
• Sanitation is a big issue!
• A paper by OXFAM (The right move) was provided,
discussing the resettlement programmes
Meeting with Mayor LGU Palu - 11 July 18pm
• Main issue is the protection of the coastal
communities, since the people are all fishermen and
living from the sea. It is not possible to replace them,
but the LGU need good warning systems,
evacuation plans and potentially mitigation
measures along the coastline.
Meeting with WASH Cluster
• Initial activities includes emergency latrines
• 32% of the population served by Leyte Metro Water
District
• Long history of political rift between LMWD and City
government,
• First priority is barangay 88 and 89 as they are the
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farthest barangays from the evacuation centers
Most of families are only supported with the
emergency response activities only
USAID is conducting a 3 months study on putting-up
water system in northern part of Tacloban including
relocation sites
Philippine government declared that there is no
need for humanitarian clusters anymore. OPARR
will take over the coordination activities
On-going community mortgage program by HUDCC
Concern that even if reclamation may take place,
since most do not own land, they may be kicked out
still.

JULY 12, 2014 (SATURDAY)
Field Visit
Tacloban city to Major bridge crossing. Coastal inspection
with the coast guard
JULY 13, 2014 (SUNDAY)
Field Visit
Tacloban City, Airport Area, Palo
JULY 14, 2014 (MONDAY)
DENR – Climate Change
•
Office
•
•
•
•
Centre
for
Preparedness

Disaster

•
•
•
•
•
•

Presidential Assistant for
Rehabilitation
and
Recovery (PARR)

•
•
•
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Several departments DNR present
Highly supportive of Initiative by daughter PRA to
take responsibility for Mitigation/coastal defence in
Tacloban
Support “building with Nature” concept
Highlighted that much information and data is
available
DNR Mangrove replanting action 2014 highlighted,
support for Dutch expertise to make this happen.
Training and capacity building main activities
Training materials available
Bigger projects ongoing with Aus Aid and DILG
CDP promotes community based development
oriented disaster and climate risk reduction and
management
CDP advocates policies and programs that protect
the environment, reduce disaster risk and mitigate
the impact of climate change.
Interested to tag along if and integrated coastal
protection strategy will be developed for Tacloban
and Palo.
Coordinates and provides acquires approval for all
reconstruction plans
Ensures plan are coordinated and checks
compatibility and overlaps
Not 1 single plan focuses on coastal protection and
mitigation, some plans have a minor component
addressing some of the issues
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Would support a plan by PRA that complements
existing plans, but focusses on coastal protection
and risk reduction
Current city plan is expected to be approved with in
the next 2-3 weeks.
Explain potential financing schemes with Grant
component grant 90% ; LGU 10%

JULY 15, 2014 (TUESDAY)
DPWH
•
Office of Undersecretary
Raul C. Asis
•

Wrap Up Meeting RNE

Wrap Up Meeting PRA

USEC was pleased with the PRA initiative and
would understand a role for the PRA in coastal
protection and maintenance
DPWH is mostly involved in roads, bridges and
drainage improvements
• DPWH is only responsible for coastal protection
works when it relates to e.g. a road on top of an
embankment
• DPWH is aware of the plans to move the airport –
DOTC seems to work on a plan considering
locations
All team member expressed their perceptions
Unanimously found useful and all supported for Follow-up
Final report planning discussed.
Recommendations discussed
Urgency for follow-up supported by all.
PRA appreciates DRR Team scoping visit
Expresses need to work together in more detail to develop
the plan for Tacloban with Dutch expertise
Dutch expertise can contribute greatly to make this happen.
Supporting the possible change in PRA’s mandate by
having a seminar in Manila was a suggestion brought
forward.
PRA would draft a letter requesting further assistance.
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Annex C Finance & PPP
Challenging economics of flood protection
In addition to the inherent constraints mentioned in 3.5.1, structural flood protection
projects also face some challenging project economics:
• Limited autonomous earning power: projects are typically not generating direct
revenues. Flood protection is seen as a public good, which is traditionally publicly
funded. Therefore the willingness of users to pay for the use, is small or not existing.
• Delayed benefits: the required up-front investment leads to benefits in the very long
term, far beyond political cycles.
• Non-guaranteed and non-financial benefits: benefits of projects consist mainly of
avoided costs.
• Dispersed benefits: benefits are hard to collect or used to pay back investment costs.
• Non-repetitive solution: the solutions are typically tailor-made, making it hard to
realize economies of scale and involving high sunk-costs.
• High risk profile: flood protection projects are often technically complex and capital
intense, with substantial risks of cost overruns and exposure to impact risk, sovereign
risk, regulatory risk and market risk.

Optimal Intervention

Private involvement and PPPs
If led properly by strong and willing public institutions, involvement of the private sector
can help in addressing the above issues by delivering more cost-efficient, economical
and integrated solutions for water management.
Traditional procurement
In traditional procurement models, the government designs the project and funds the
construction and maintenance. After completion the government operates the facility or
service. Throughout the development, construction and operation most of the risks
remain with the government. The government procures the construction works from
private contractors. The contract is usually awarded to the bidder that passes a
minimum technical threshold and offers the lowest construction price. The outcome is
that such projects focus on the seemingly cheapest solution in the short run, with little
incentive to minimize costs over a longer (15-25 year) period. Furthermore, historically,
large infrastructure projects tend to be over-specified in the design and as such
considerable cost overruns are suffered during the construction phase (often 3 to 4
times over budget), delays in the delivery are seen (3 to 4 more time required than
promised) and have a poor capital expenditures (capex) – maintenance balance.
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Integrated approach
More private sector involvement, particularly through Public-Private Partnerships PPPs),
can bring substantial benefits to flood protection projects. With Public Private
Partnerships the government specifies outputs, but not how these should be achieved.
This leaves the private sector space for innovations. With, besides constructing,
contracting out design, operations and maintenance and financing, considerable risks
are transferred to the private party over the lifetime of the project. As a result of this,
bidders are invited to come up with solutions that are most suitable to the demand, both
in terms of quality and quantity. This will lead to the best value for money in time (better
deal over the project lifetime), not necessarily the lowest price now. The next paragraph
describes the factors that explain how PPPs create value to the public.
Value drivers of PPPs
1. Expenditure reduction and timing
• Project scale and scope decisions: the connection of financing and project
development means that market creativity is used to find the most optimal solutions.
This may mean that a project is realized with a smaller scope (and therefore lower
costs), at least if it has the same adaptation capacity.
• Optimization of risk allocation: when allocating risks to a private party, the public side
needs to retain a lower contingency budget than in a case where all project risks are
borne by the public side.
• Taking advantage of “competition”: an integrated contract is often more attractive for
(international) market parties, leading to increased competition, and thereby to lower
costs.
• Delayed payment: attracting private financing for the initial capital investments and
operational costs relieves the government's immediate fiscal burden as it spreads the
government contribution over time, and gives more flexibility than financing through
financing through sovereign loans.
2. Better “value for money”
• Comparative advantage: bringing in the technical expertise and business process
management skills of private parties.
• Entrepreneurship: private parties are better able to identify and maximize an own
income potential of projects and identify alternative solutions.
• Budgetary discipline: debt and equity providers involved in the deal will closely
monitor the project, incentivizing the private company towards budgetary discipline.
• Risk assessment and management: private sector parties are often better able to
assess project risks.
• Integration of operational tasks: various operational tasks are allocated with the
same private party, leading to better management of interface risks and more costeffective life cycle solutions.

Revenue based and Availability based PPPs
There are two fundamentally different archetypes of PPP projects:
• Revenue based PPP projects: with these projects the private partner collects
revenues directly from users. Typical revenue based projects include toll-roads,
seaports, airports, energy/water companies, etc. This model focused on
entrepreneurial freedom and the private partners are incentivised to maximize their
revenues, which can also have substantial indirect public benefits. For example a
region can profit from a private airport operator who is incentivised to attract more
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passengers to the airport, for example by marketing the destination and creating
good connections.
Availability based PPP: With these projects the government pays private partners for
services on behalf of its users. There is usually no direct revenue component in
these projects. Examples of this are social infrastructure (prisons, schools), dykes,
(non-toll) roads, etc. The private proponent get paid based on its performance:
maintaining and operating the system, in other words making it available. The
proposed sea barriers as discussed in before also fall under this category. An
example of such a project is the Penesey bay PPP in the UK, a 9 km sea defences
project with costs of GBP 35 million that was rehabilitated, operated, maintained and
financed by a private partner and that is being paid over a 25 year concession
period through monthly service payments from the government.

Private finance
An additional reason to involve the private sector in coastal defence projects in PPP-like
arrangements is the ability to attract private financing. It is critical to understand that this
type of financing is fundamentally only a pre-financing instrument. The providers of
private funds are expecting to earn back their investment in the project and make
commercial returns on their investment. Any PPP project needs to be structured to be
“bankable”: there needs to be a solid earnings mechanism, with strong underlying
market demand (for revenue based projects) or a sufficiently strong and credible
mechanism of government payments (availability based projects), possibly with
additional guarantees to lower risks for investors.
A fundamental concept to the value drivers of PPP is the notion that private financing is
significantly more expensive than public financing. However, the added value of having
projects (partially) privately financed firstly lies in the budgetary discipline from
financiers. To manage their risks, equity investors and banks tightly monitor projects and
ensure that cost overruns and delays are minimized. As cost overruns and delays with
factors of 3x – 4x initial budget, this is a critical component of PPP. Secondly, private
financing allows government contributions to be spread out, putting less pressure on
government budgets in the short run. Thirdly, certain risk are allocated to private
proponents which otherwise would have been borne by government, such as
construction risk, O&M cost overrun and financing risks. The extent of this risk mitigation
is priced into the overall private financing (equity and debt) and one of the reasons why
private finance is more expensive than public finance if compared at face value.
Integrated / multi-component projects
As indicated above, governments will always have a role in funding flood protection
projects as these projects typically lack earning power. However, there can be
possibilities to combine a non-revenue generating functions with revenue generating
functions. Examples are:
• Flood protection and toll-road. The revenues from the toll road can be used to
(partially or fully) fund the construction costs of the road as well as the flood
protection components of an integrated expressway-cum-dike project. Currently in
The Philippines a number of such projects are being developed, such as the Laguna
Lakeshore Expressway-Dike PPP Project (est. costs USD 2.7 billion)
• Flood protection and real estate development on reclaimed land. The private
proponent recovers the costs through developing or selling the reclaimed land.
There is substantial interest in The Philippines for such projects, with several
unsolicited proposals being developed by engineering/construction firms.
Furthermore, Dutch engineering and financial/PPP experts are currently advising on
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a large scale coastal defence PP project including revenues from real estate
development for Jakarta, Indonesia.
Flood protection and renewable energy generation through especially wind power.
Especially in the Philippines this could be an attractive option as the legal framework
for feed-in tariffs is in place and offers attractive rates which could make such a
subproject feasible;
Hydro power dam: the private partner (partially or fully) recovers the costs of building
the dam, water conveyance and possible flood protection structures through
revenues from the generated power. The second phase of the New Centennial dam
PPP project near Manila will combine these functions.
All sorts of other, less obvious combinations could be made to add revenue
generating components to flood protection. For example, in the city of Katwijk, The
Netherlands, flood protection is combined with commercial car parking in the interior
in an integrated project. Another example is the project Ruimte voor Rivier in The
Netherlands, whereby the private proponent generates revenues from exploiting and
selling the mineral resources such as gravel and sand. However, it needs to be said
that of such combinations often the earning power is marginal in relation to the
required investments in primary water infrastructure. In other words, it often does not
make the business case fly, but it can at least lower the required government
contribution.

It also needs to be noted that combinations of functions may also introduce more
complexity and therefore risks to projects for investors, as the successful crosssubsidization of one element may depend on the commercial success of another
element. This additional complexity can however be offset by the advantages of
integration and economies of scale and scope.
PPP in the Philippines
The climate for PPP projects in the Philippines can be seen as very favourable. In recent
years, under the presidency of President Benigno Aquino III, the Philippine Government
has recognized the indispensable role of the private sector for national growth and
development which has led to a renewed focus on PPP Projects. The government sees
PPP as crucial for its infrastructure development. A total of over 50 PPP projects valued
at USD 26 billion are currently being rolled out by the current administration, which
makes The Philippines one of the leading countries in the region and even globally in
terms of speed of PPP project development and PPP promotion.
The PPP Center of the Philippines, which is supported by international donors such as
the Asian Development Bank, supports implementing agencies (departments, LGU’s
etc) in rolling out PPP Projects. The PPP Center is generally seen by the international
infrastructure investing industry as a very well-functioning PPP unit. In June 2014 it was
received the global award for Best Central Government PPP Promoter at the
Partnership Awards in London. However, it is our observation that The Philippines, in
spite of its high general PPP readiness, may be facing challenges some caused by the
vast volume of PPP projects that are being developed, putting pressure on the capacity
of the relatively limited number of qualified legal, financial, technical, social,
environmental and technical experts required to prepare, develop, study, transact,
finance and implement all these projects.
Another challenge is that the current administration seems to be pushing through many
projects at a high pace to make use of the existing momentum and the support of the
current president. It is not guaranteed that the next administration will be as supportive
of PPP projects as the current administration. The next presidential elections will be in
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2016, although a number of election ban rules restrict development of PPP projects
months prior to the elections.
How PPP projects are initiated
PPP Projects in the Philippines take two forms: solicited and unsolicited proposals.
• Solicited proposals are projects initiated by the government (an agency or LGU). The
projects are so-called “priority projects“, of which the government takes the initiative
to structure the project and to invite market parties for a competitive bidding of the
project. Most of the current projects that are currently being developed in The
Philippines are solicited projects. These projects can have substantial government
support, for example in the form of availability payments, viability gap funding,
funding right-of-way acquisition and resettlement and guarantees. The required time
for such projects from selecting a transaction advisor to contract award is typically up
to 2 years, or beyond that due to project-specific delays.
• Unsolicited proposals concern projects initiated by the private sector, not in response
to a formal solicitation or request issued by an Agency/LGU and not part of the list of
priority projects as identified the Agency/LGU. These unsolicited projects should
introduce a new concept or technology and have specific public benefits (which will
be the case with coastal defence projects). A key aspect of these projects is that for
these projects are not allowed to have government contribution. Unsolicited
proposals can be directly negotiated or could undergo a competitive bid through socalled “Swiss Challenge” procedure . The private party that has initiated the bid has a
significant advantage over potentially competing bidders as challenging bidders will
have limited time to submit a competing bid.
Due to some bad experiences in the past, the solicited route is seen as the preferred
way by the government, as it is seen as more transparent than unsolicited proposals. All
PPP projects require approval by the National Economic Development Authority
(NEDA). The main purpose is that its economic viability, expressed as the Economic
Internal Rate of Return, needs to be demonstrated. NEDA uses a threshold of 15%,
which is higher than the 12% used by the World Bank to assess the economic viability of
projects.
Water related PPP projects
In The Philippines, currently there are a number of solicited projects under procurement
in the water sector, most notably the New Centennial Water Source Project, a supply
and water security project for the Metro Manila area with project costs of over USD 1
billion, of which the first phase (USD 416 million) is currently being bid out. The private
proponent will finance, design and construct a dam and 27 km water tunnel and will
recover its investment costs through regular availability payments. Another notable
water-related PPP project is the Bulacan Bulk Supply project, a regional water supply
project (costs 550 million USD), which will be procured under a Build-Operate-Transfer
scheme. These projects are implemented by the Metropolitan Waterworks and
Sewerage System (MWSS) and the PPP Center, and expect to attract substantial
interest from private constructors and financiers.
Besides these solicited proposals, there are notable number of unsolicited land
reclamation projects that are being developed by various parties. Most of these are
focused on Manila Bay (the water body west of Manila) and Laguna, a lake east of
Manila, involving combinations with real estate toll roads, airports and seaports.
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Main funding sources of PPPs in The Philippines
The Philippine economy can be characterized as an oligarchy2, with a limited number of
families owning the top conglomerates in the Philippines. These conglomerates have
diversified commercial interests and own virtually all main companies in retail, real
estate, manufacturing, financial services (banks), etc and are the main infrastructure
investors in the country. Among these conglomerates, San Miguel Corporation is the
largest in terms of assets with USD 26 billion in total assets followed by LT Group, with
USD 16 billion, SM Investments with USD 15 billion, Ayala Corporation 14 USD and JG
Summit Holdings with USD 10 billion.
The above conglomerates and local banks in The Philippines can be seen as liquid
(having a lot of cash to invest), and as a result there is substantial interest to invest in
long-term, stable investment projects such as PPP. Accordingly, the conglomerates are
also the top participants in PPP projects rolled-out by the government. Ayala
Corporation and the First Pacific Group participate in most of the bids, and Ayala was
awarded most contracts (4 out of 7 awarded contracts) followed by the SM Group (3
contracts). In general, equity investors seek returns of 12% - 15% on their equity
investments (IRR, which can be described as the average annual return over the
investment’s involvement in the project).
An investment vehicle worth mentioning is the Philippine Investment Alliance for Infra
Fund (PINAI), the first large infrastructure investment fund in the Philippines managed
by Australian Investment group Macquarie. The fund, in which the Dutch Algemene
Pensioen Groep (APG) is a major investor, has USD 625 million available to invest
amounts of USD 50 to 125 million per project in 5 to 10 PPP projects in The Philippines.
In our conv ersations with PINAI they confirmed that their main interest is revenue based
projects, as these have more upside than availability based projects. They also tend to
focus more on rehabilitation and upgrading of existing projects rather than greenfield
projects. Therefore this fund is perhaps not an obvious participant in coastal defence
projects in the Tacloban area, but a well-structured PPP project could attract the interest
of PINAI and similar infrastructure investment funds.
Private involvement in coastal defence projects: conclusions
The favourable PPP climate as well as sufficient availability of funding in the Philippines
create significant scope for projects involving private sector participation and private
financing in the rehabilitation and rebuilding of Tacloban. Besides with the Philippine
reclamation Authority, discussions should take place with public institutions such as the
DOTC, DPWH and PPP Center to assess possibilities for availability based PPP
projects. Furthermore, it needs to be determined whether coastal defence projects
involving land reclamation, real estate development or other commercial activities could
lead to financially viable business cases, which may lead to solicited proposals, or at
least significantly lower required government contributions.

2

The aggregate wealth of the top 50 richest families in the Philippines accounts for 26% of the total
Gross Domestic Product (GDP).
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ANNEX D RESILIENCE STRATEGIES

Resilience strategies comprise:
i)
Defining the hazard (research and simulations – storm surge, direction of
typhoons, tsunami etc), including defining anticipated “future” hazards and
protection requirements.
ii)
Development of new regulations for new building
a. Direct growth to the safer areas of the city
b. Disaster resilient rebuilding policies (arch and engineering)
c. Local appropriate zoning regulations including evacuation routing and
evacuation places.
d. Existing (valuable) assets to remain where they are, but subject to DRR
and CCA measures.
iii)
Effective land use policies and private investments (in disaster free settings)
iv)
Economic revitalization
a. Construction
b. Trading
c. Agri diversification
d. Industrial development
v)
Disaster Risk Reduction and Management Plan
Develop culture of disaster preparedness
DRR&M Plan
o Early warning and evacuation strategy
o Contingency plan
o Emergency response procedures.
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